The Fiber Download
How To Extend Your Wi-Fi Outdoors

It's great to be able to seamlessly connect to your Wi-Fi
devices throughout your home, but frustration often starts the
moment you try to connect your Wi-Fi network to a device
outside. You can move your router as close to your yard as
you can, but that won't always solve the problem.
With the increasing number of outdoor smart devices like
lighting, security cameras and grills, you need to be able to
extend your Wi-Fi beyond your home's exterior walls. It can
be tricky, but with the right system you'll be streaming
video by the pool and posting pics to social media in the
yard in no time.
Our Mesh Wi-Fi units may be
the answer. This technology
combines a Wi-Fi router with
one or more satellites, which
are small wireless devices you
place in different places. These
satellites communicate with
the router and provide you
with a strong Wi-Fi signal
everywhere in your home
and even into your backyard.

Smart Pool Cleaner -

Keeping your pool
clean requires more
than just scrubbing
the walls and
changing the filter.
You need to monitor
the pH levels of your
water. Just toss this
device in your pool and it will show you temperature,
chemical levels, and even the weather.

Wi-Fi Padlock - The design makes it ideal for locking

gates and sheds, especially if you need an easy, secure
way to allow people in.

Outdoor Smart Plug - Outdoor Smart Plug lets you add
timers and voice assistant controls to your patio light,
pool filter, or anything else you plug in.
Bluetooth Speaker - You don't need to run special wires

outside to have music in your yard, you can get a
Bluetooth speaker. These powerful little speakers are
reasonably priced and waterproof so you can keep one
on the patio or near the pool.

Smart Grills - Whether you prefer to cook with electric,
wood pellets, charcoal, or gas, there are now Wi-Fi grills,
that make it possible to BBQ while you cut the grass,
watch the game, or take a nap. Wireless contact with
your grill allows you to raise and lower the temperature
and receive alerts when your food is ready.

Advantages of Mesh Wi-Fi
■ Our Mesh Wi-Fi satellite
units, when combined with
our Wi-Fi router, will provide coverage for
your home and yard.
■ With the Wi-Fi router/Mesh combination MVlink’s
tech team is just a phone call away to access your
network and remotely figure out the source of any
technical issues.

With all of these smart toys and your Wi-Fi perfectly
extended outside, you should have no problems hosting
the perfect summer party or barbecue, unless it rains.

In addition to solving your biggest home Wi-Fi challenges,
and giving you outstanding performance, Mesh Wi-Fi is
cost-effective. You can purchase a mesh unit from MVEC for
a one-time charge of $90 plus tax. The Mesh Wi-Fi unit,
combined with MVlink’s router, will extend your network even
further than a router alone and provides a complete managed
solution.
If you're ready to enjoy the superior online experience and
other benefits that come with MVlink, contact us today. We'll
set you up with everything you need to upgrade your current
Wi-Fi network to a high-performance Mesh Wi-Fi system and
provide you the support you need so you can enjoy worry-free
Wi-Fi that just works. You also might want to think about
upgrading your speed when you start adding more smart
devices.
Now that you know how to bring your Wi-Fi outdoors, here are
some smart backyard gadgets to help bring the technological
comforts of your home to your backyard.
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